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CATCH SOME WAVES IN

TOTEM
TC-5 FC
By TIMUR A. DAVIS
Photographs by ToTEM

In what state did you start your craft of graffiti and
how long have you been a practitioner of the craft?
I started in Uptown NYC Washington heights since I'm
a born artist but the graff part I started 1981, or better
yet I did scribbles here and there and did a super toy
piece in that year as a kid starting to learn the skills of
a spraycan.
Did you start in High School and who were some of
your influences "Subway Art?”
No I started before high school but I did go to HS, of
Art & Design in 84,,actually all my influences were all
the crews that did any thing on the 1 line because
that's what I saw at the time since that train passed
through where I lived as a kid on broadway ,then also
got to meet writers from crews like TC5 ,FBA , and so
on and so on at A&D high school ,then later on got
down with them through the years and many more
crews. And as far as subway art they were all
influences because I just loved the art of it.
What year did you start?

IN THE SPOTLIGHT

1981 I really picked up a can and did a super toy piece
of my name since I never like bombing that much I
went for mine in even though It wasNwack
I just knew
OMADIC | 24
when I got older piecing was gonna be my thing

OCTOBER 2020

When was the first and last time
you did a piece on the train?
First time I think it was 85-86 was in the
225 layup it was a TOTEM - BELO with
my boy REN2 it was super wack lol but
dam i wish i had a pic of it then like i
tried like 2 or 3 more times in 145 layup
and wasnt really successful and that
was it ,so that's why I dont got pics of
trains so I dont brag about that maybe
just tags on the train but didnt really
care cause i decided to get money at
that time so i was like ok make money
or tagged on trains ? Mannn u can have
the trains lol and I came off good after
that so I was chilling.
How did Graffiti change since the
1970s did any of the traditional rules
change?
1970's I guess my opinion wouldn't
matter since I didn't do it back then but I
think it did a bit.

TOTEM

As far as rules ,,new dudes through
the years didnt respect the art.

The warrior or something like that lol i
was like wow i like that name and
In what state are you located now? went home to practice it and i stood
How do you receive your tag name with it ,,that was 1980,, yeah i tried to
Totem and did you go by any other tag other names before that like
names prior to your current writer TIGER ,ROCKY ,MISSILE ,But never
tag?
got nowhere with those i was a little
Now I'm still located in NYC home of kid still.
the brave like they say ,,I got my
name TOTEM from a pinball machine What graffiti crews do you
I was cutting school with my boy
represent and who are some of the
BOGIE FW in elementary and we
noted members?
were in a candy store across the
street from PS 128 and there was a
The crews I rep is mostly TC5 ,FC,
pinball machine there with like a
and FBA; because writing to many
indian standing next to a totem pole
crew on a piece is corny. I am also
and the colors hit me like wowww that down with a few more like TDS
looks fresh and it said TOTEM
,XMEN,NTA,OGM, and OST.

DOZE ,SEEN ,DOC, JUICE, and
PSYCHO. RISK, ZEAR, ZAME, and
KEO. OH MAN I CAN GO ON FOR
DAYS.
Do you still practice the craft of
graffiti today?

Yes I do as much as possible I dont
want to get rusted like before when I
took like a 14 year vacation to raise
my son.
Have you had an opportunity to
engage in freelance or contract
work with your acquired skill
Yes I've have plenty of jobs I got to do
with my talent. Thank god, and and
for some famous people also.

SAKN CBS

A CRAFT WORK KING

KOOL
SPHERE

In what state did you start your craft of graffiti and
how long have you been a practitioner of the craft?
Queens, NYC
Did you start in High School and who were some of
your influences "Subway Art?”
I started in grammar school, was def influenced by
Subway Art, the streets, highways and trains, Style
Wars. I’d say early on Skeme TMT, Kenn, Shame,
Raz, Cem2, Duster, Saint, Sife, Kaze FBA, West, etc..

What year did you start? Around 1985.

By Timur Davis
Photographs by KOOL SPHERE

When was the first and last time you did a piece on
the train?
Probably 1994 at the LIRR sunny side yard
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How did Graffiti since the 1970s
did any of the traditional rules
change?
I’m sure by now it’s a whole
different world. The premise of tags,
crews, piecing, bombing are similar,
but the internet, paint companies,
it’s gone to another level, globally.
In what state are you located now?
How do you receive your tag
name Sphere and did you go by any
other names prior to your current
writer tag?
I’m in Queens NYC, my original
name was Sero, preferred those
letters, which eventually
transitioned in Sphere, Kool Sphere.
What graffiti crews do you
represent and who are some of the
noted members?

TMT CWK-KDM IBM Skeme Kade
Tean /Gnome Gemini / Mirage
Sketch / Poke Epic
Do you still practice the craft of
graffiti today?
Yes, all the time.
Have you had an opportunity to
engage in freelance or contract
work with your acquired skills?
Yes, I’ve been fortunate enough to
get a lot of commission jobs around
the city from businesses, to jackets,
and canvases.

DREDA XMEN, SOUTH AFRICA

TRU 05O

POSTMODERN
PAINTING. Stella
alternately paints in
oil and watercolor

TRU 050: O50 AND
GRAFFITI

El Da Sensei - Artifacts

EZRA BNS

FAST BREAKIN ARTISTS

AIRBORN
FBA
ByTIMUR A. DAVIS
Photographs by FBA Crew

In what state did you start your craft of graffiti
and how long have you been a practitioner of
the craft?
I started writing in New York City upper
Manhattan Spanish Harlem.

What year did you start?
I started in 1977.I started in Jr high school up
in Washington heights some of my influences
were the writers from the one line on
Broadway TMT RTW Tc5 artist's.

When was the first and last time you did a
piece on the train?
My first piece on a subway panel was in 1979
my last panel was in 1981.
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How did Graffiti since the
1970s did any of the traditional
rules change?
Yes many things have changed
and many things are still the
same. Back in my days you could
walk in the yards and you didn't
have to worry about lazers and
dedicated task force that would
run you out. We still got raided
but by 1983 the war on graffiti
was in full affect vandal squad
was more in enforced.
In what state are you located
now? How do you receive your
tag name Air Born and did you
go by any other names prior to
your current writer tag?

I started writing Audi 5000
back in 1976 and would go
tagging with my home boy
Tarzan he was from
Washington heights. Later I
would hook up with spade 127
and I would come out with
airborn since I liked watching
war documentaries from World
War II.
What graffiti crews do you
represent and who are some of
the noted members?Do you still
practice the craft of graffiti
today?Have you had an
opportunity to engage in
freelance or contract work with
your acquired skills?
I represent FBA crew TC5 IBM
WKTU FC and Urban
Mechanic's

GRAFFITI AND CULTURAL
CONTINUITY WITH

SADE
TCM TC5
By Timur A. Davis and SADE TCM
Photographs by SADE TCM TC5

In what state did you start your craft of graffiti and
how long have you been a practitioner of the craft?
I got introduced and started writing in the Bronx, New
York. I became aware of what writing was around
1977, the year of the black out. By then I was 11 years
old and was allowed to venture beyond my projects to
see that it was everywhere. In 1978 I was in the 7th
grade at Elijah D Clark JHS on Willis Ave in the Bronx
attending with RUSH MPC. He was already doing his
thing and was where my first “ideas” of how it was
done came from. By the time I had a name that I
wanted to write it was 1979 in the 8th grade. I was only
tagging in my hallways, school bathrooms and motion
tags on the trains and buses. I would estimate that I
was aware that the writing culture existed and I have
been practicing the artform now for 42 years.
Did you start in High School and who were some of
your influences "Subway Art?”
I started in Junior H.S. By the time I got to H.S. in 1980
I was already becoming prolific in my project hallways.
I was the king of my Bathroom mirror whenever it was
foggy. [Joking]
NOMADIC
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In H.S. I met a couple of writers that
weren’t big but did a little something in
the BX name BOE 174 and Diamond
from 174th St that was known for doing
acrylic jackets and pants. I also met
REVEN and BEA that were my
neighbors. I went to HS in Brooklyn and
there I met Chief TM5, RE, DIPS MOG,
PLEX, PALE (that wrote with SES from
Brooklyn) and CAM. In my Senior year
RE MOG (RIP) came into the school.
When I first started the book Subway
Art wasn’t out. Even when it came out
around 84, it was out of reach for most
young poor cats like me unless we
“racked it”. Being of color that was not
easy by 84. “GETTING UP” was more
critical for me and where I learned to
understand that this thing, we were
doing went much further than my
neighborhood, my local train line or even
the Bronx. That is had a history going
back to when I was 3 or 4 years old. By
the time the Subway Art book came out I
was already too consumed by the culture
and the streets to even consider reading
it despite how

critical and important” a documentation
we know it to be today. For me it
would’ve been a repeat of what I was
already witnessing first hand on the lines
I was around mostly, plus I simply didn’t
know how important that book would
become at 17 years of age. I did catch
the “Style Wars” documentary the year
it aired for the first time in 1984.
Channel 13 was a channel that came in
clear before cable existed in the projects.
I was watching an episode of “Mulligan’s
Stew” and afterwards that documentary
came on and I was mesmerized. Style
Wars influenced me much more because
I saw and heard people that I knew and
others I did not know, but that I was
aware of, for the first time giving me the
idea that I could be actually be like them.
It framed them in the “TV” where
everything was bigger, better, special
and official and I wanted to be that!As
far as direct influences that I can say
were consistently in my perception
motivating me to do what I was trying to
do I would say writers like, KEL139,
DONDI, CRASH, DAZE, SEEN TC5, DEZ,

AGENT, SEEN UA, DUSTER, SHARP,
DELTA, PART TDS, CHAIN TMT, DOZE,
SKEME TNT (at the time), BABY168,
MITCH77, SPADE127, TACK, PJAY,
TKID170, ZEPHYR, EL KAY, PEO, SES,
WEISER, NET, BOLTISM, MIN, QUIK,
HAZE, ROACH, and STRIDER to name
the standouts. When I say in
my immediate perception, I mean those
names I was exposed to regularly in my
travels and movements. I was mostly
into piecing and paid most attention to
that. The inside cats I paid most
attention to were those in my travels
from HS from the Bronx to Brooklyn
every day. These names were already
established before I knew what was
what. As far as my contemporary
influences that were active at the same
time as me (more or less the same age as
me) and were pushing me to try and
compete with them for the
completeness, crispness and impact of
our cars and style it was: BIO, BG183,
NICER, MACK, CEM, RAZ, BRIM, BIND,
SHAME, POEM, SAK, DULI 007,
BREEZER, SIN, WEB, and GHOST. These
guys had many cars running at that given
time.

FBA IN FLORIDA
What year did you start?
Started in 1978. First time I went to the
layups was with BOE 174 in 81. The first
time to a yard (2 Yard), was 1981 as well,
with RUSH MPC and REST MPC (RIP).
The first time to the tunnels on the 6 line
was with BEO and COSE TDS in 1982.
First time I did a piece was that same
year with COSE, BEO, TRO and HYER on
the 5s. By 83 I was mostly over by the 6
line because DUNE lived 1 block from
the 143rd street tunnel hatch. In 84 I
went to the GHOSTYARD for the first
time with RAZ TAT and SEEN UA. That
same year I started being taken to
Brooklyn spots like Utica by DIPS MOG
and then in 85 RE MOG took me to the
Grand Street layups for the first time.
Overall, I was kinda’ late to the party
because the NYC underground train
writing culture was already like 15 years
old.
When was the first and last time you
did a piece on the train?
My, first “official piece” I always say
1982 because it was a full panel, with all
the elements as I had come to know
them at the right size and all that.

By then I had practiced enough on my
neighborhood handball courts and walls.
Cose, BEO, Agent, GMAN PGA were all
with me at the bench at 149th St and
Grand Concourse when it rolled in for
the first time. I remember the feeling like
it was yesterday. In my young, focused,
naïve 16-year-old mind, coming from
where I was coming from, it was the only
thing I had to look forward too and the
greatest thing I could ever achieve.
How did Graffiti since the 1970s did
any of the traditional rules change?
I wouldn’t know going that far back as I
was too young to know about what was
going on until I really became immersed
in the activity in the beginning of the
80’s decade.. Overall from what I’ve read
and heard, for guys doing illegals, the
rules are pretty much the same as in
“Honor amongst thieves” - as they
always were. What’s changed is that the
act of buying paint has become more
acceptable. Also, style isn’t as important
as it was when we were painting subway
cars. But those aren’t necessarily a bad
thing. More accurately, it just is what it is
or more so what it had to become.

And then SADEISM to then change to
SADEIZM. Note that I wasn’t the first
SADE. There was SO1 TGA that was
partners with ELKAY aka LIL KARADO
that also wrote SADE 5 as an alias.
Nonetheless, I kinged the name in the
old school tradition and SADE 5 cosigned it
.What graffiti crews do you represent
and who are some of the noted
members?
So, there’s the idea of crews I was down
with during the train era and then crews
that put me down post the train era. This
is also a new phenomenon / evolution of
the culture and a way that people insert
themselves into a history or time that
has nothing to do with. “FAKING THE
FUNK” in this way is running rampant,
especially amongst old writers claiming
lies while revising their histories. During
the train era I was put down with TDS by
BEAR167, TFA by DEZ, TR NATION by
PRESWEET, PGA by GMAN, FBA by
KAZE and then TCM by TRO. People
know TCM to be my crew. TRO passed
away in 1992 and I’ve carried the flag
ever since in memory to my best friend.

After the train era I was put down with
TC5 by Doc, with co-sign from Aevon
and Seen, MW by Bom5, XMEN by
TATU, TNR by TEKAY, and ROC STARS
by KEL.Some other people have said, “yo
put this up” here and there but I usually
keep it moving if I don’t know you
personally or I know you don’t have that
put down power. Overall to me the idea
of Writing Crews is not like what it used
to be or even like how and why TRO put
our crew together. Our crew was and is
still a family not only by crew name. Only
a handful of guys were actually writers.
We were a street crew doing what gets
done in the street. It was damn near
impossible to get into our crew unless
you were, “putting in real work” and we
witnessed it and could “trust” you. And
we didn’t mean graffiti. Nowadays it
seems graffiti crews is mostly about
strategic affiliations and assumed
credibility. Do you still practice the
craft of graffiti today? In homage to the
Legendary STYLEMASTER PHASE 2, I
avoid using the word “graffiti”. He had an
intelligent theory and tangible
explanation as to why he didn’t agree
with the use of that word to describe the
culture of writing. In my opinion, the
word “graffiti”

I think that until I can no longer lift a
spray can or make it to a wall or even
pick up a pencil, I will be a practicing
“writer”. And then when I can’t do any of
those things anymore, I’ll will still be a
writer because once a writer always a
writer.Have you had an opportunity to
engage in freelance or contract work
with your acquired skills?I have been
able to apply my artistic ability to my
work throughout my career as an adult.
Sometime after HS I started a custom
painting business specializing in Faux
Finishes and murals for 16 years. After, I
became a graphic designer, then Art
Director within the hotel industry. This
led to designing brand identities,
airplane paint schemes, award winning
parade float designs, fashion week VIP
lounges for W Hotels…too many special
projects, and things that I am proud of, to
name over the last 30 plus years. In all
my work, for the initiated, you can
always see a little bit of “SADE TCM” …
you just have to know how to “read” it.

Photograph by Grace Davis

In what state did you start your craft of
graffiti and how long have you been a
practitioner of the craft?

PART1 TDS
TC5, EXVANDALS
By Timur A. Davis
Photographs by Part 1

I began my writing career in New York,
Spanish Harlem back in 1971 until the
present. Close to 50 years now.
Did you start in High School and who
were some of your influences "Subway
Art?”

I began writing in junior high school 1971.
On the streets then the subway system at
that time i would see writers like,
STAYHIGH149,PHASE2,
TAKE5,MOSES147,PIPER1,BLADE1,COMET
just to name a few.
NOMADIC
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What year did you start?
1971
When was the first and last time you did a piece
on the train?
My first piece on the train was in 1972 and the last
was in 1987.
How did Graffiti since the 1970s did any of the
traditional rules change?

What graffiti crews do you represent and
who are some of the noted members?
I represent THE DEATH SQUAD, THE COOL
FIVE, EX VANDALS. You have the following,
FLITE,MAGOO,COSE,REE,SOUND7,
SIRE,SEEN,KITO,FDT56, CLYDE, ETC ETC.
Do you still practice the craft of graffiti
today?

I believe graffiti has totally changed from the 70s to
present, before there was a lot more etiquette and
morals today it's a free fall.

To this day i still do my craft of graffiti very
well.

In what state are you located now?

Have you had an opportunity to engage in
freelance or contract work with your
acquired skills?

6. Today I spend most of my time in New Jersey with
my girlfriend. I was recommended my name by a
childhood friend he wrote MADMOON112. After
experimenting with other names like,SPIDER-MAN,
CLU2, VENTURA.

I actually do engage in freelance and
contract work with my skills not as often but
when the opportunity arises. Definitely.

HELLO THERE, READER!
MEET NICEO, YNN

HE HAS BEEN
INVOLVED WITH
SUBWAY ART SINCE
1977

CRIMINAL MINDED
YOURS TRULY,
Timur A. Davis , EDITOR IN CHIEF
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Niceo grew up on the Upper Westside
of New York City and was introduced
to the craftmanship of Graffiti
through his older bothers Snath TNT
and Slick OTB. He brothers would
take him with them while they doing
Burners on the during the late 1970s
and he learned a lot about Graffiti art
through their mentorship. In 1977, he
was the youngest in his social group
tagging on trains. Many 'writers"
followed the path of great artists
such as: Blade, (The Crazy Five TC5) ,
Phase 2 INDS, Case 2 TFP, Skeme
TNT, and many other noted
practioners of Subway Art during
1970s - 1980s.

NICEO + YNN
BY TIMUR A. DAVIS

I n what state did you start
your craft of graffiti and how
long have you been a
practitioner of the craft?

New York city. 1977. 1 of the
youngest in the game. Hitting
marker tags on the trains
.Did you start in High School
and who were some of your
influences "Subway Art?"

No. I start way before that. My
old brothers Used to take me
with them. When they painted.
They had me sit in a train and
hit tag as they painted
outside. There are a few that
influenced me. Like Seem, Lee,
Future 2000, Skeme, Case2, Bill
Blast, Voken. My brothers were
Slick and Snatch. Plus Dondi,
Sen1, and Risk FC.

What year did you start?

Around 1977.. i would say.. but
many would say 83.. cause thats
when I started painting.. or
trying to.. ha ha ha
When was the first and last
time you did a piece on the
train?

Whoa.. first time 1983. Last time
yesterday...
How did Graffiti since the
1970s did any of the
traditional rules change?

1970 was no rules.. it was crews
and ups. You was up people did
fuck with you. Your crew was
strong. They ran the yards and
layups. Rule came when real
graffiti started to fade out.
Lames that weren't strong
wanted to be up to. So they told
each other the made up rules.
back in the day. You knew not to
touch a car with Cretin people
on it. You knew not to go over
Cretin.

I will do the 1970 thing in 2020..
cause i can fight and down for
that. I love it. It's ours now .. you
want it come get it idea of the
70s and 80s.
In what state are you located
now?

How do you receive your tag
name Niceo and did you go by
any other names prior to your
current writer tag? I'm an upper
west side baby. People think I'm
from Brooklyn because of the
way I dress and act. I wrote nice.
But people thought I was Nicer
TAT crew. And there was a few
othertrying to write nice. I saw
West FC. Yo a Westo. And I was
like that to me.. Niceo.. fuck
yeah. Yes I wrote Snake and
Stop cause there was a Snake.
The i wrote air. It wasn't working
with my heart. Dev cm and I was
Practice with my brothers. I did
a nice to learn letters.. and they
said wrote nice. What graffiti
crews do you represent and who
are some of the noted
members?

There's tons of crews but my
heart is CM (Criminal Minded)
(Your Neighborhood Next) 2DVS
,NBV. Stem YNN, Jamma 2dvs,
Dens NBV.
Do you still practice the craft
of graffiti today?

Yes.. and i'll never stop . From
1977 till now. I love graffiti. It's
my world and peace of mind.
Have you had an opportunity
to engage in freelance or
contract work with your
acquired skills?

Yes. I have done a few movies
and worked for Ralph Lauren.
Bushcamp is my design
company. Risk’s little brother
helped me start bushcamp. We
used to redraw stuff he did. The
fc, idm, stile was home to me.
You can see it in stuff I do.
Faelong 7, Dev CM, Mike G, and
DJ Sammy B of the Jungle
Brothers want it to be about
the art. Not about money. So I
kept it that way.

Chicago Scene
with Rodney
"Orko" Wade,
Sculpture
Extraordinaire

ORKO1 ABC - CHICAGO

L-T ORKO (CHIICAGO),BLADE (THE CRAZY FIVE -TC5) NY, COPE2 KD- NY,STANE153, IZ THE WHIZ

Orko ABC

THE NASTY REBELS

KIES TNR
7HDZ
Arranged by Timur A. Davis
Photographs by Kies TNR
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Gary R. Conway:
Do It With the R
By Timur A. Davis

Gary R. Conway is a noted Visual Artist and
native of Newark (aka Brick City), New
Jersey. Gary is known by nicknames such
as: G-Money and The R. He attended Arts
High School, a magnet academic institution
in Newark, perfecting his craft in Fine and
Industrial Arts. Arts High School was
instrumental in developing noted celebrities
such as: Sarah Vaughn(Singer), Wayne
Shorter (Jazz Musician), Tisha Campbell
(Actress), Savion Glover(Dancer/Actor),
Sharrieff Pugh(Actor), and Michael B.
Jordan (Actor).

The school also produced a great Visual
Artist, one that comes to mind is Manuel
Acevedo (Prins NRG, TC5). Today his
artwork is exhibited in the Smithsonian
Museum in Washington, DC. During the
early 1980s, the Graffiti in Newark, New
Jersey was “Writers” such as J-Starr and
Jeru NRG, Jerry Gant RTW, Porno and
Tame LTD, Revenge and Too Sweet Hak
VOS, Rebel 165 and many others that
galvanized the Visual Arts aspect of Hip
Hop Culture. These pioneers crosspollinated via socializing with noted
Graffiti crews in New York and perfect the
craftsmanship of the culture.

While attending Newark Arts High
School, Gary was a music award
show with Bell Biv Devoe
customized jean jackets/pants and
followed in entrepreneurial spirit
and customizing Graffiti cartoon
characters and lettering on clothing
in the neighborhood. In 1991,
Gary was laid off from
Bloomingdales and fostered his
interest in business ownership
through his God-given talent and
opened up his shop in his
basement. His older sibling saw
the interest of Gary’s clients and
decided to open up a shop on
Main Street in East Orange, New
Jersey at Ormont Plaza and was
named The R, The location would
become a noted location of HipHop enthusiasts and later
celebrities such f.g., Naughty by
Nature, Queen Latifah and Shakim
- Flavor Unit, the Artifact (Tame
and El Da Sensei), Flavor Unit,
Redman, George Clinton and
numerous other noted
entertainment personalities.which
was Gary’s nickname.

During the beginning stages of The
R, Graphic Arts and Advertising
store; Gary was introduced to Jeru
(Jeyrue), NRG and Sa’D Ali, a
relative of George Clinton
(Funkadelic). The R developed
strategic business relationships
through Sa’D Ali with Flavor Unit,
Ruff Ryders, Uptown Records,
Bad Boy Records, Outcast and
many other celebrity clients. R
was instrumental in developing the
design, image, and marketing
strategy for Naughty’s 19 Naughty
3 Album, and Notorious B.I.G. (aka
Biggy) Ready to Die album.

Chicago and Harlem

Orko

ABC

&

Skeme TMT, INDS

ACET TM7

CATCH SOME WAVES IN

SEN-1
IBM FC
By Timur A. Davis
Photographs by George "Sen-1" Morillo

In what state did you start your
craft of graffiti and how long have
you been a practitioner of the
craft?
I grew up in Lower Harlem now called the
Upper Eastside between 93rd St
and Columbia Avenue near Rock Steady
Park where Hip Hop was an integral part
of the culture. Zoo York Crew was a
legendary crew and my oldest brother
‘Ricky Mujica” was one of the founding
members of the crew. The crew was
combined with Skateboarding and Graffiti.
I recall a Graffiti crew called Soul Writers
which my older brother was a member of
and I would go around and learn alot about
the developing Hip-Hop Culture through
him. I had to be around years old back in
1978, and I used tag Geo which was short
for George.
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THE EVOLUTION OF SEN-1 AND HIS SELFLESS
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

Did you start in High School and who were
some of your influences "Subway Art?”

My older brother was a major influence in that
he was seven years my senior. I learned a lot
from him prior to attending Middle School. I
recall being a member of a crew called Fresh
Five. I met Poke IBM while attending Middle
School, there were writers that attended school
with us Chap, Stash, Rad and many others.
Poke was sharing a lot of information with us
because he was being tutored by older cats
such as Doze.

Poke’s crew during that time was Masters of
Style (MOS). Doze taught him outlines,
characters, and he was surrounded and
influenced by Rock Steady members such as:
Doze and Crazy Legs. I can be around twelve or
thirteen when this was taking place. A lot of
“Writers” were throwing up and tagging.
However we were rocking characters and
burners and which was respectful to writers
during that time. During that time Poke
inherited IBM from Doze and led the crew.
What year did you start?

1978/79

When was the first and last time you did a
piece on the train? 1981 I officially hit my first
train. I was writing Sender during that time
which later changed to Sen1.

TM

By Raquel Batts

Black Book Page

EZRA BNS, TNR, X-MEN 2014

TAME LTD, FC , CWK

HELLO THERE, READER!
DuFunk Magazine will continue to
promote Visual Urban Arts and depict
the cultural continuity, integrity,
folkways, and mores of the culture by
archiving Graffiti and historiography of
the original practitioners(Writers) of the
craft such as Phase 2, Part 1, Blade, Seen
TC5 and Skeme TMT and a plethora other
originators who influenced future
generations forevermore. As a
Professional Librarian, it is an
unconditional duty and commitment to
meticulously archive the history for
future generations. May the Creator to
guide me through my journey.

YOURS TRULY,
Timur A. Davis MS(ILS) MA
EDITOR, DUFUNK MAG
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EVERYTHANG GREEN
ARTICLE BY TIMUR A. DAVIS

Antonio Younger has been associated with noted
celebrities such as Whitney Houston, Bobby Brow,
Cherie Johnson, JD Williams, Hussein Fatal , and
Naturi Naughton. Younger was engrossed in HipHop Culture during his epoch growing up in the
Bronx, NY.
He witnessed the social mobilization
of Hip-Hop and changing dynamics of American
Culture through music, visual arts, and fashion.
The Zulu Nation and African Bambatta had a
major influence in Young Adults. In which a gang
developed from Street Gangs and violence to a
"Cultural Revolution," In the early 1980s, Younger
and Lakim Shabazz created a group called the
Righteous Force and later record with Warlock
Records.

Today, Antonio Younger is now a film executive
who created Everythang Green Films and
contracted with E-One
Entertainment to
distribute films featuring film personalities such as
Naturi Naughton, Treach, JD Williams, and Cherie
Johnson with the following films: Cash Rules,
Don't Blink, Divorce Divas (Reality Show) and
workig on the follwing film scripts My Mama
Macaroni and Cheese and King of Kings with Lance
Feutardo and Timur A. Davis

4SAKN

Black People and Voting : Ceremony Lacking Substance
Part 1
By Tarikh Bandele

With the upcoming presidential election looming,
African Americans are once again faced with a
very interesting state of affairs. History shows us

However, African Americans are rarely ncouraged

that this is the time where African Americans will

to critically analyze the concept of voting. Ergo,

be courted. Both the Democratic and Republican

many African Americans will go on assuming that

parties (and on a smaller scale, some

voting, in and of itself, is the solution, a panacea,

independent parties) will try their hardest to look

to every ill that affects us. Passed in 1870, the 15th

like "friends of the Negro". Both parties will tout

Amendment guaranteed the right of black men

their records where African Americans are

to vote. This Amendment was hotly contested,

concerned. They will dismiss, disassociate, and

even by some white suffragists. At a gathering in

distance themselves (as a party) from anything

Pennsylvania, white feminist and suffrage pioneer

that can be thought of (even remotely) as anti-

Elizabeth Cady Stanton bemoaned that black

black (even if that includes the current President,

men might actually have the right to vote before

Donald J. Trump). Well-known personalities from

white women. She feared for black women

the African American community will be trotted

(apparently), who would suffer a "triple bondage

out to do commercials, endorse a candidate,

that man never knows" (Giddings, 65) if she

organize forums, registration drives, etc., in an

doesn’t receive the ballot. She later lamented

effort to "get out the vote". More interesting (and

that "it would be better to be the slave of an

tragic at the same time) is that most (if not all) of

educated white man than of an ignorant black

the aforementioned well-known personalities will

one" (Giddings, 65). Stanton and other middle

use the memory of those that struggled (some

and upper class white feminists "who believed

losing their lives in that struggle) for black people

that because, in their eyes, emancipation had

to have the right to vote.

rendered black people equal to white women,

the vote (15th Amendment) would
render black men superior, were
absolutely opposed to black male
suffrage" (Emphasis added)(Davis,
72 & 73). During the same debates
(over whether the 15th Amendment
should be supported by suffragists),
some white feminists proposed that
middle class (and by default,
educated) "women should be
enfranchised, to stave off the poor,
the immigrants, and the blacks"
(Giddings, 67). This measure would,
no doubt, lead to the
disenfranchisement of the same
group of black women that Stanton
et al. assumed to support.When
"pressed on how she could advocate
a measure that would
disenfranchise the women she had
said needed the vote most, she
condescendingly wrote in the
Revolution (a popular newsletter of
the period), "We prefer Bridget and
Dinah at the ballot box to Patrick
and Sambo"" (Giddings, 67).

From the very beginning, the idea of
black people having the right to vote
has been an idea that has been
assailed. No one should assume that
granting black men the right to vote
meant that they were a favored lot
over white women. As Angela Davis
writes in Women, Race and Class
"black male suffrage-as spelled out
in the Fourteenth and fifteenth
Constitutional Amendments
proposed by the Republicans-was a
tactical move designed to ensure
the political hegemony of the
Republican party in the chaotic
postwar South (emphasis added)"
(74). So, just as in the Emancipation
Proclamation, there was an ulterior
motive in the ratification of both the
14th and (especially) 15th
Amendments, motives that very
well could have been antithetical to
the forward progress and true
emancipation of black people. This
effort, as history bears witness to,
was more a case of ceremony that
lacked substance, than it was a
sincere aspiration of benevolent
whites to enfranchise black people.

r The court also added, in rendering
its decision, "the object of the
[fourteenth] amendment was
undoubtedly to enforce the
absolute equality of the two races
before the law, but in the nature of
things it could not have been
intended to abolish distinctions
based on color, or to enforce social,
as distinguished from political
equality, or a commingling of the
two races upon terms unsatisfactory
to either" (Bennett, 267). Fast
forward to the "modern" era, the era
that looks back with distaste and
disdain at the aforementioned
period of time. Historically, African
Americans were strong supporters
of the Republican Party (believe it or
not). In the 1940s, this, for whatever
reason(s), changed with African
Americans switching, en masse, to
the Democratic Party. But what
history also shows is that despite
the party, the black vote is always
taken for granted. Resemblances of
Camelot notwithstanding,

Yet, when it (the bill supporting
Brown v. Board) came to him, many
onlookers thought his vote to send
the bill back to the judiciary
committee showed empathy for the
South. His vote would have sent the
bill back to the Southern Dixiecrats
(avowed bigots like James Eastland,
Sam Ervin, et al.) who controlled the
judicial committee, and would have
more than likely "killed" the bill. This
example, and many others, show
that Kennedy was, at best, a fencerider between blacks and the then
powerful South, and not the
reincarnation of Abraham Lincoln
(as revisionist historians want us to
believe). During his presidential
campaign, he would cultivate and
maintain "cordial relations
Mississippi, and Alabama"
(Hutchinson, 97), all staunch white
supremacists and notorious Civil
Rights opponents.with the
governors of Georgia,

Mississippi, and Alabama"
(Hutchinson, 97), all staunch white
supremacists and notorious Civil
Rights opponents.The misuse of the
"black vote" did not begin with
Johnson and Kennedy and it did not
end with them either. The
Democratic and Republican parties
have always viewed African
American voters as expenditures,
like a popular candy throughout
most Black communities, Now-andLaters. Apparently, the black vote is
something that can be given
attention to primarily during
presidential and congressional
elections (i.e. NOW!). It is also
something that can be summarily
evaded, dismissed, and avoided
when necessary (i.e. LATER!). And
now, several black personalities
have boarded the "vote or die"
bandwagon. They go on to explain
that those of us that choose not to
vote do a monumental disservice to
those that fought and died so that
succeeding generations could vote.

This writer does not adopt such a
position. Admittedly, hundreds if
not thousands of African Americans
(and others) did fight and die so that
they would have the right to vote
secured. They struggled so that
black people could walk into a
polling facility and not be harassed,
forced to take some outrageous
litmus test, or jump through any
hurdles simply to vote. Indeed, they
fought for us to have the right to
vote, not to look upon voting as a
kind of panacea to all that ails us.
Giving them the benefit of the doubt
(and the mental capacity to discern
the difference), voting was looked
upon as a strategy, a tactic.
According to The American
Heritage Dictionary (4th Ed., 2001),
strategy is defined as "the over-all
planning and conduct of large-scale
military operations." The definition
we need to pay strict attention to is
the second one: "A plan of action." In
the same dictionary, we find that the
word tactic is defined as follows:
"An expedient for achieving a goal;
maneuver".

r Many of us have ignored this
lesson, to our detriment. We rush to
register black people to vote, but
rarely do we address other issues
significant to our very survival.
Many of us rush to make more and
more black people members of the
Democratic Party. But rarely do we
educate those same people about
the dubious history of the
Democratic Party, especially where
it concerns African Americans.
Some of us will go so far as referring
to those blacks that little or no faith
in voting (for either party) as
traitors, turn-coatParadoxically, this
"vote or die" position could be
viewed as just as traitorous and
misleading. By promoting this
position, its adherents propose that
African Americans ignore some
blatantly obvious truths. For one, "in
every presidential election in the
past three decades, blacks have
given the Democratic presidential
nominee more than eighty percent
of their vote" (Hutchinson, Crisis
75). Second,

"the Republican Party has
systematically rejected blacks for
three decades" (Hutchinson, Crisis
75). Obviously, we have
overwhelmingly supported the
Democratic Party (including their
Darling Boy, William Jefferson
Clinton). Yet history teaches that
the Democratic Party has let down
African Americans (there are some
glaring current examples). Several
lengthy papers (books even) could
be written on this contention alone,
and several have. The writer will
direct the curious to two books,
both by Dr. Earl Ofari Hutchinson:
1) Betrayed-A History of
Presidential Failure to Protect Black
Lives; and 2) The Crisis in Black and
Black.Moreover, clearer definitions
of power have not been included in
the great voter registration drives of
late (a clear difference from the
Student Non-violent Coordinating
Committee’s efforts in the 1960s).
According to the "vote or die" ilk,
voting alone is power.

If we are dissatisfied with a person
in office, we simply vote him/her out
of office. In essence, then, what is
inferred from this is that political
power is power. There seems to be
no other ethnic group in this country
that embraces such a notion. In his
Magnum Opus, Blueprint for Black
Power, Dr. Amos N. Wilson writes
"A group whose members share a
strong sense of identity and purpose
that are employed to define and
motivate its organization, a shared
sense of group solidarity and a
shared sense that it can determine
its destiny rather than have it
determined by outsiders, possesses
the preconditions and prerequisites
for power. (Emphasis added) (p.47)
The question, then, becomes how
does voting infuse these qualities in
a people? Rather, can a people who
are forced to choose between the
'lesser of two evils' really think of
himself or herself as powerful?

Photograph by Grace Davis

THE COMPLETE AEROSOL CAN
CONTROLLER

JERU NRG RIP
Photographs by Jero NRG

Lance "Jeru" Robinson was one of the mosr
positively aggressive artist that impacted many
lives in the City of Newark, New Jersey. Jeru
was a leading member of the NRG crew with JStarr. Art was a way of life for Jeru and he used
it as a positive means to save lives on Stratford
Place (Bedrock) in the City of Newark, Jersey.
Despite the influx of drugs in the
neighborhood, Jeru used art as a strategic
medium to ascertain respect and admiration
whcih exceeded the boundaries of the
neighborhood. In addition to visual arts, he
encouraged musicians such as:The Artifacts,
The Atomic Heads, worked alonside celebrities
using his his art and dynamic philosophical
concepts. You are truly missed by all who
loved and cared for you. WE SALUTE YOU.
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MINU,
BRAZIL
By Timur A. Davis
Photographs by Minu

Fabiano Barbosa dos Santos (MINÚ) Born in Vila
Maria (SP) on October 31, 1967, lives in Jd Bela
Vista in Guarulhos (SP) His passion for the art of
graffiti in jackets is due to the arrival of the film
"Beat Street" (The madness of rhythm) in 1984.He
was part of the 1st generation of bboys from
Guarulhos in 1984 and 1st generation of bboys
from São Bento (birthplace of Hip Hop in SP) in
early 1985.Member of the legendary group of
bboys Fantastic Force (Guarulhos) had as graffiti
references in jackets, the Graffiti artists: Paulo
"Robô" and Bad "Break Mania".He participated in
the 2nd São Paulo Graffiti Sample of SP in 1993
with several artists at the time such as: "Os
Gêmeos, Speto, Gugu, Vitché, Arhur Lara among
others.On his walk inside Fantastic Force, he
participated in various events and performances
singing rap, dancing break and graffiti on walls and
jackets.After years away from the hip hop "scene",
he returned in 2014 with video clip production and
as the main responsible for the return of São Bento
meetings in 2015. In the same year he returned to
making art in jackets at exhibitions in order to
preserve the roots of hip hop culture ... culture that
has been and will always be part of your life.
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Production and assembly: MINÚ
The project aims to express the art
of hip hop (graffiti) in denim jackets.
In order to stimulate the knowledge
of hip hop culture and its roots for
the old and new school, placing the
importance of this art within the
culture itself since its beginning in
the 70s. "ART IN JACKETS"-They
are jackets (jeans) graffiti on
brushes and fabric paints.-The
themes designed by the artist
express homage to artists,
references, influences and moments
of great importance in the history of
national and international hip hop.Each jacket will have a text
reporting the knowledge on the
subject of the presented art.-The
jackets will be exposed to the public
on easels (tripods), mannequins
otherwise appropriate to the
exhibition space.-There will be 18
units or more in the exhibition.

JEAN- LOUIS
RIGAUD PHOTOGRAPHER
By Timur A. Davis
Photographs by Jean Louis R

I am an amateur photographer living in Paris and
takes photos as a hobby for about 40 years
(landscape, street photography, abstract_minimaldecay photography). About 12 years ago, I started to
be interested in Street art and graffiti. I read a lot
and began to spent a lot of time walking through the
streets looking for new pieces with a non dogmatic
approach of this art. It became a passion and now I
devote most of my free time to it :in Paris but also in
all of France and in all the cities that I visit in the
world.

Street art photography is a hobby for me. I
never thought of making a profession of it. I
love this art and my only desire is to share the
photos of the works that I have the chance to
meet during my walks in the streets, vacant lots
or galeries. In addition I think that photography
is important to have a trace of these ephemeral
works which disappear from one day to
another. You don’t need to be a great
photographer : just click to report a street
artwork as astreet reporter.

OCTOBER 2020

RIGAUD

It is clear that traditional 70’s
graffiti rules on walls , trains,
subways have changed . Graffiti
remains and continues to thrive
but around the 90’s appeared
the concept of “post graffiti”
what we call now “street art”.
Indeed, street artists no longer
had the same goals that is to say
the refusal of the system. So
new motivations appeared but
also the walls were mixed with
the most varied techniques
(stencyls, pastes up, 3D, colors,
characters replacing letters,
animals, monsters, heroes). Also
important, since the artist has
time, on legal spots (free
expression walls, festivals,
professional commissions) or
not (“Halls of Fame”in
abandoned factories or in
vacant lots)

he can leave free rein to the
technique and finesse of graffiti
by making pieces individually or
in crews. In these cases, the
work of colors and shapes is no
longer constrained by time as it
was in the illegal action. The
evolution of graffiti has
therefore gradually experienced
a real artistic renaissance
through this explosion of
creativity and new ideas. Street
art is therefore free, there is no
line of conduct, no unity except
that of the street. However this
street unity has been changing
rapidly over the past ten years
with the increasingly large entry
of street art into galleries. If a
new concept of “post graffit”i in
galeries can be foreseen for the
future, I really hope that street
artists from around the world
will continue to exhibit in the
streets.

"At the beginning,
increasing my
knowledge of street
art through the web
was too anonymous
and took too much
time behind a
computer. "

In what state did you start your craft of
graffiti and how long have you been a
practitioner of the craft?

LESK
SGK
By Timur A. Davis
Photographs by LESK SGK

Im from New Jersey , born and raised in
North Newark. My interest in Graffiti writing
started in 1989 when i would check out the
bombed walls on my walk to school. In
1990 I was coming up with tag names for
myself. 1992 I started writing Lesk. Did
you start in High School and who were
some of your influences "Subway Art?” I
started in 6th Grade. Tagging up in school
notebooks. My influence from the streets
where many. Newark around this time had
well over a hundred writers that got up, the
street bombing was on every block with
tight handstyles and Throwies. Writers that
I looked up to early on were Epic, 2Rude,
Dune, Syco, Tens,
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Scaep, Dare, Kece, 8Ball,
Mane, Erel, Tac, Soul One,
Dase, Fleck, 2Nasty, Tame,
Bee, Proe, Fierce, Pez, Dyrek,
Brue152, Deck, Sake, Trek,
Sek & Praze. and the list goes
on. And the top crews where
NVS, TWS, TMS, BNS, AWC,
NRG, LTD, RSW, KRH, OUT,
and Outside of Newark you
had QM8 , JC, JAO , TWK,
UFC,TGF.My Subway art
influences were Seen , Dondi,
Duster, Shy147, FBA whole
cars.When I started to piece,
My influences where Snow,
Teck, Sero, Rom, Domane,
Syco, Kaws, Tdee, SatOne,
Vulcan, Phase2, Hex TGO,
Poesia & Joker from
Transcend crew, CBS and
NASA crew on the West
Coast. Writers who pushed
wildstyle the furthest had my
attention. Also, Scifi/ Fantasy
art, comics, and nature
illustration.

What year did you start?
Officially, 1992 when I
started writing Lesk. Summer
of 1993 I took my 1st stab at
piecing on walls in North
Newark.When was the first
and last time you did a piece
on the train? Painting trains
has never been my forte.
Besides hitting tags on the
insides of the Path and NJ
transit.How did Graffiti since
the 1970s did any of the
traditional rules change?
There is a core framework
from the foundation years
that holds the craft of writing
your name up that still
embedded in the DNA of the
culture. But the tides have
shifted the landscapes of

In what state are you located
now? How do you receive
your tag name Lesk and did
you go by any other names
prior to your current writer
tag? Im based in NJ. My boy
Demek in Grammer school
gave me the tag Less. I also
wrote it 4Less, and Les. I
eventually didnt like tagging
the two S's side by side. I
dropped the S and added the
K. The letter K in a tag always
looks dope. The name Lesk
evolved to mean Living
Energy Style Knowledge. I
also have changed it up and
wrote ELesk on occasions.

LESK IN NEW JERU
What graffiti crews do you represent and who are
some of the noted members? I Rep the legendary
Newark crew NVS . founded in 1985 by Spark and
Dune. the OG members are 2Rude, Mane, Tac,
Epic, Bose, Cret, Cren, Proe, Kece, Fierce and others.
Newark Wildstyle crew SGK founded by Syco
around 1991 notable members Aroe, Domane,
Nose, Jes, Chem, Medow, Rave, Droe, Zew. MD
crew - 4Sakn, Syco, MH1, Lean, Ceso, Pawn, Jes,
Nace(RIP) & GOMD crew out of Staten Island Megs, Lase, Goal, Caspa, Drane, Syne , Skope.

Do you still practice the craft of graffiti today?Yes,
for years I do my best to do about 1 -2 black book
wildstyle pieces a week. I'm a Wildstyle scribe, I
have to fill books up. I have a passion for keeping
NJ / Newark handstyles alive from the Golden era
of the late 80's early 90s while still keeping the
flow current. Bombing marker tags and
handstyled stickers on foot have gone up all over
NJ and NYC. I do a few pieces a year. with the
exception of this year as COVID came &
interrupted.

WILL KASSO

